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Introduction
The new morphology of superconducting foam material seems to be a
good candidate for increasing interfacial flux pinning if the pores can be
made sufficiently small. Many other prospects are related to the foam
structure like e.g.
• more efficient heat transfer,
• faster oxygenation and less related microcracking, possibility of
reinforcement and of interlocking connections etc…
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Objectives of the present work therefore are :
• to fabricate Y123 foam single domain
• to realize Y123 in desirable structure and patterns
• to Investigate the properties of novel superconductor
morphology
Process
The Y211 precursor foams were fabricated as replica of polyurethane
foam 1
with a porosity of 10-20 ppi. Infiltration of Y211 foam–by
suitable liquid phases and two succesive peritectic reactions in a distinct
heat treatment scheme
lead
2 to the formation of Y123 superconductor.
The nucleation and orientation of Y123 phase is controlled by placing a
c-axis oriented seed-either Nd123, Sm123 or MgO-onto the foam
between the the commercially Y2O3 cloth. The solidification temperature
has been limited to low undercoolings to avoid parasitic nucleation.
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Microstructure
The resulting samples are either single domain Y123 foam. The traces of
faceted growth of the Y123 phase, similar to that of bulk single domain
Y123, starting from the seed reveal the single domain nature of the
sample
. The polished surface of the struts
exhibit the typical
microstructure
of aligned ab-planes and trapped Y211
3a
3b particles
3c
Superconducting properties
The resistive transition of a typical Y123 foam sample for the ab-planes
and c-axis orientations exhibit a narrow superconducting transition (ΔT
≈ 1.5 K) with Tc ≈ 90 K. At 300 K, we can deduce an anisotropy ratio ρcc/
ρcab ~ 8. The zero field cooled magnetization curve shows a one step
narrow transition, with an onset at 92 K, comparable to the resistive
curves
. This abrupt transition characterizes the presence of quasi
pure superconducting
Y123 phase confirming that the initial
4
polyurethane foam and organic compounds were fully burnt into the
initial Y211 starting precursor leaving no residual contamination.
The magnetic Jc values are estimated for both directions. A critical
current density of Jcab ≈ 40 kA/cm2 at 0 T can be deduced for current
parallel to the ab-planes. A Jcc ≈ 15 kA/cm2 is obtained for currents
parallel to the c-axis, leading to an anisotropy factor Jcab /Jcc of ~ 7
5
Textural analysis
The neutron diffraction
shows very strong texture of the foam
sample. The cell parameters
of the superconducting Y123 phase
6a
(a=3.8128(6) Å, b=3.8803(9) Å, c=11.662(4) Å) and insulating Y211 phase
(a=12.158(4) Å, b=5.645(2) Å, c=7.117(3) Å). The {00ℓ} pole figure of
Y123 shows very high level of orientations, with a maximum as high as
around 100 times the random powder. The sample (1x1x1 cm3) exhibits
only two main orientation components with widths at half-maxima
of
6b 10° approximately, and orientations close to the main axes of the
sample. The texture development in this sample is very similar to the
MTG-samples of such phases It is interesting to note a similar high
degree of texture in spite of the extremely complex shapes of the alveoli
of the foam.
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Conclusion and Outlook
• Y123 textured foam have been prepared by infiltration-growth
process.
• The high anisotropy of resistivity and critical current density of ~7, is
in good agreement with the observation of a strong texture as seen
from neutron diffraction measurements.
• Samples in desired patterns or structures suitable for applications can
be realized.
• Fault current limiter application e.g. will profit from foam revealing a
high surface area enabling effective cooling/heat dissipation to
overcome hot spot formation.
• The presented new form of Y123 foam material has a great potential
to become an alternative at least for some application areas.
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